1. Introduction and notation. Let E be a compact set in the complex plane C containing infinitely many points and let II .II denote the unifonn nonn on E. For a function!. if the derivativesF')(O), j = Q. ..., k, exist, define: ( J"' .,o(k) )T l := V (O),! (0), ...,J (0) .
Let A := (aiJ)fJ=O r! 0 be a given (k + 1) x (k + 1) matrix with complex constant entries. With Pn denoting the collection of all algebraic polynomials of degree at most n, we set anAif):= inf{llpll : p E Pn and Ae = Ai}, n ~k.
Throughout we let P~.A := P~.A if) denote an arbitrary but fixed element of ~if). and we let p~ := p~if) denote the unique polynomial in Pn satisfying IV -p~if)11 = Enif). As we shall show, the behavior of En(A.f) depends on whether zero lies inside E. on the boundary of E or outside E. Our results generalize theorems of Clunie. Hasson and Saff [CHS] for approximation by polynomials that omit a single power of z. One important aspect of our investigation is the relation between Enif) and En(A.f). We also study the asymptotic behavior of the zeros of P~.A' It is natural to consider the more general problem of approximation from the set Bn(A. gJ := {p E Pn : Ap = g}. If g :f Q. then one can replace the functionf(:) by the new function g(z) := f(z) -L~(Wi/ i!)zi. where ~ := (wo.. ...Wk)T is a solution of A;! = g (the existence of ~ is assumed; otherwise Bn(A. g) = 0). Then for each n ?: k. the polynomial P~.A(g) + r~(Wi/ i!)zi is a best approximation tof from Bn(A. gJ. Thus. without loss of generality, we only need consider approximation from Bn(A).
2. Asymptotic bebavior of En(A,f). For k a fixed nonnegative integer andf E .:;J.(E). we shall examine the asymptotic behavior of En(A,f) as n --+ 00. We begin with some basic lemmas.
LEMMA 2.
Iff E C(E) and n ?: k, then
PROOF. Note that (2.2) E,,(A,j) = IV -p:.A11 ?: lip: -p:.AII-IV -p:ll.
Since A<e,: -e.:.A) = Ae.:, we have Ilp~ -p:.A1I ?: CX".A(P:) and so the lower estimate in (2.1) follows from (2.2). Now let q E P" be such thatAq =Ap* and IIqll = CX".A(P:). Then we have The sufficiency of the conditions follows immediately from the upper estimate in Lemma 2.1. .
Multiplying the inequalities in (2.1) by a;J(p:) we immediately get LEMMA 2.3. Letf E C(E). Suppose an.A(P:) ¥ Of or all n large and
En(A,f) ~ an.A(P~) as n -00.
Here we use the notation an ~ bn to mean an / bn --+ I as n --+ 00.
To give conditions under which (2.3) is satisfied we need some further notation. We denote by K the unbounded component of C \ E and by gK(Z. 00) the Green function with pole at infinity for K. We say that K is regular if for each point Zo E a K. the boundary of K. we have lim gK(Z, 00) = 0, Z E K.
:-T he following result is known as the Bernstein-Walsh lemma.
LEMMA 2.4 ([W, §4.6)). Let E be a compact set whose complement K is connected and regular: If the polynomial p E Pn satisfies the inequality Ip(z)! ~ L for z on E, then Ip(z)1 .<;; LeXp(ngK(Z, 00»), zEK.
We can now establish THEOREM 2.5. Suppose E is a compact set whose complement C \ E is connected and regular: Assume that f(z) is analytic on E and 0 E E. If A.[ ;i.Q, then the asymptotic fonnula (2.4) holds.
PROOF. It is well-known (cf [W, §4.7] ) that since f is analytic on E. According to the definition of (3".A in (2.7), we therefore get lim sup {3~~" ~ 6, 11--00 and by letting b" ---I + we have verified the claim (2.8).
Since At ;l Q, there is an io, 0 .
For n ::::: k, let qn E Pn satisfy Ilqnll = CXn.A(P;) and A~ = AE:. Then from (2.6) and (2.9) it follows that, for n large,lIqnll ,,0 and so and so from (2.8),(2.10) and (2.11) we get
Combining (2.5) and (2.12) yields lim a;;J(p~)En(j) = 0, n-oo and so the theorem follows from Lemma 2.3.
. Furthennore, from (2.6) we have, for n large, 3. Approximation with linear constraints. It is well-known that, by Mergelyan's theorem, Enlf) ---0 as n ---00 for all f E ~(E) if and only if the compact set E does not separate the plane; that is, C \ E is connected. In this section, we shall study the conditions on the matrix A that imply En(A,f) ---0 as n ---00. THEOREM 3.1. Let f E ~(E) and assume C \ E is connected and 0 ~ E. Then
n-ooo PROOF. Since 0 rt E, the function!(z)z-(k+l) E ~(E). Using'Mergelyan's theorem, we have that for any c > 0 there is apn-k-l E Pn-k-l such that
But 1+1 Pn-k-l E Bn(A); thus (3.1) follows.
.
The case when zero lies interior to E is also easy to handle. It remains to consider the more interesting case when 0 E a E, the boundary of E. It can be seen from the results of Nersesyan [N] that the essential condition needed for convergence is that the constraint AE. = Q does not imply that p(O) = O. Here we provide a simple direct proof that utilizes the following result of [CHS, p. 68] stated in a slightly more general form.
Since AI = Q, we have A~ = A(p* -/) = Ap*. Thus 
,.c')(0) = p~)(O), i = k + 2 -I, ..., k.
Thus we have for j = 1, ..., k + 1 -1: The Green function gK(Z, 00) with pole at infinity for K, the unbounded component ofC \ E, is given by (cf [T, p. 82]) (4.1)
and is positive and hannonic in K \ {oo}. We define for each Q" > I, the closed region
which has boundary r" := {z E K: gK(Z, 00) = logo-}.
Note that if we define K" := C \ E", then gK.,(Z, 00) = gx(Z, 00) -log (j and from (4.1) it is easy to see that In this section, we will examine the geometric rate of convergence of E,,(A,f) and the limiting distribution of the zeros of the polynomials P:.A' For a polynomial P" of precise degree n, we denote by II" = II(P,,) the discrete unit measure (defined on the Borel sets in C) having mass 1/ n at each zero of P", with the obvious modification in this definition for the case whenp" has multiple zeros. We say that II" converges in the weak-star topology to the measure IJ. as ~ -00 and write II" -=-+IJ. if
for every continuous function 4> on C having compact support. Before we state our main results, we need the following lemma of Blatt, Saff and Simkani. Since/is not analytic on E, we also have limsuPn-ooE~/nlf) = 1 (c}: [W, §4.7] ). Hence 1 = limsupE~/n(f) S limsupE~/n(A,f) S I, n-oo n-oo which yields (i). Then. for n > k. It is well-known (cf [T] ) that lim.. 
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From (4.3) it follows that E,,-t(A,f) -E,,(A,f) ~ la:.AlltT".A11
Next observe from Theorem 3.2 that E,,(A,f) ---0 as n ---00, and hence from (i) it follows that (4.6) lim sup[E,,-I(A.f) -E,,(A.f)] 1/" = 1.
"-00
From (4.4), (4.~) and (4.6), it is easy to see that there is a subsequence A ~ N such that nEA.
Since the P~.A are unifonnly bounded on E, the monic polynomials Pn(Z) := P~.A (Z) / a~.A' n E A, satisfy condition (i) of Lemma 4.1. Finally the assumption that! does not identically vanish in any component of E' together with Hurwitz's theorem imply that condition (ii) of Lemma 4.1 also holds for the sequence {Pn}nEA. Hence V(p~.A) = V(pn) -.:. .LlE, as n -00, n E A, by Lemma 4.1. .
REMARK. As can be seen from the proof, conclusion (ii) of Together with (2.6), (2.10) and (2.11), for n large we have (with the same io as in (2.9» Thus (2.8) and (4.8) imply that .
Since I ?; lim suPn-oo E~/n(A,f). we see that (i) holds. The proof of (ii) is now the same as that of (ii) in Theorem 4.2.
We next consider the case when 0 is outside E. ,k.
Let fI E (0',00). As in the proof of Theorem 2.5, for p E P"t we have
.,
According to the definition of fJn.A in (2.7) we get lim SUPn-ooo fJ~1; ~ fJ and letting fJ --.u+ yields Letting p --+ 0--we obtain (4.14) limsupllp:.AII~" ~ 1.
For the monic polynornialsp", by (4.13) and (4.14) we therefore have limsupllPnll~n :S cap(E)a = cap(E..), n-ooo n EA.
This yields condition (i) in Lemma 4.1 and completes the proof. 8
S. Comparison of rates of convergence. In this section we will prove that when 0 ~ £0 there are ..relatively few" functions! E ~(E) (in the sense of category) with rate of the convergence of E"if) faster than that of E,,(A,f).
For the case when 0 E £0 the following result is straightforward to establish (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.2).
THEOREM 5.1. Let E be a compact set. C\E be connected. and 0 E E'. Iff E ~(£) and A.[ = Q, then E,,(A,f) = O(E,,(f)).
In the proof of the main result of this section we follow an argument of Saff and Totik which utilizes the following. Assume to the contrary that S is not of the first category. Then for some m and 1 the set Sm.1 is not nowhere dense in ~(£). We claim that Sm.1 is closed. In fact, if (tv }:l ~ Sm.1 andfv converges tof unifonnly on E, then En(fv) --+ En(f) and En(A,fv) --+ En(A,f) as v --+ 00 for fixed n ~ I, and so En(f) I En (A ,f) :5 1 -1 1m; that is, f E Sm.1-Since Sm.1 is closed and not nowhere dense in ~(£), there is anfo E ~(£) and a bo > 0 such that the bo-neighborhood of fo in ~(£) is contained in Sm.l. Choose a polynomial Po E Bdegpo(A) with Ilfo -poll < bo/2 (this can be done by .
